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AWARDED TO

RADOMIR DJOGO

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

FABIN JOE FLASius

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

ZHAOLIN GAO

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

SIWEI HE

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

BINGRAN HU

2019–2020
Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

ZHIHAO LIN

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019-2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

ABDULLAH ANSAR MOHAMMED

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

HETAV KIRIT PANDYA

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019-2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

SHUJIAN QIAN

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

YUHENG WANG

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

HAOLIN WANG

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

ADAM WEI

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

YUCAN WU

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

CHUNQIU XIA

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019-2020
ECE OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD

AWARDED TO

HAO XIANG YANG

Awarded to the top three students in the first, second and third year of each of the Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering programs

2019–2020
ADEL S. SEDRA GOLD MEDAL

This is awarded to

Zi Han Zhao

Awarded annually to two students in the graduating class who have earned the highest cumulative grade point average in Electrical and Computer Engineering.

2019-2020
John W. Senders Award for Imaginative Design

THIS IS AWARDED TO

Jacob Brennan Smith

This award honours students who demonstrate an imaginative and successful application of engineering to the design of a medical device capable in generality of its application to restore normal human function.

2019-2020
John W. Senders Award for Imaginative Design

THIS IS AWARDED TO

Netra Rajesh

This award honours students who demonstrate an imaginative and successful application of engineering to the design of a medical device capable in generality of its application to restore normal human function.

2019-2020
John W. Senders Award for Imaginative Design

THIS IS AWARDED TO

Seung Doo Yang

This award honours students who demonstrate an imaginative and successful application of engineering to the design of a medical device capable in generality of its application to restore normal human function.

2019-2020
GORDON R. SLEMON DESIGN AWARD

Awarded to

ARNAV GOEL

This award honours the most imaginative Design Project, as well as good design and execution.

2019-2020
HONOURS STUDENTS

ABBY CHEUNG
ABDULLAH ANSAR MOHAMMED
ADAM WEI
ADAM WU
ADRIAN RAMLAL
AKSHAT MENG
ALBERT HUANG
ALEXANDER LEHNER
ALEXANDER MARK

AMMOL SINGH
ARCHIT BHARGAVA
ASMA SURTI
BINGRAN HU
CAMERON RODRIGUEZ
CARMEN HSIEH
KEXIN LI
CHEN YAN WANG
CHENXING YANG
DENIZ UZUN
YUHENG WANG
DAVID LUO
SHAOYANG ZHANG
DYLAN YAKOBOVITS
ERIC IVANOV
FABIN JOE FLASVIUS
GAVIN GU
GUOZHEN DING
Haley Han
HAO XIANG YANG

HETAV KIRIT PANDYA
HIMANISH JINDAL
SHUNG HEI LYNN
HANYANG XU
IAN CHEN
IL GYU HWANG
JAKE JAMES SPRENGER
JAMES DU
JANELLE LAW
AN YU
JESSICA HE
JIACHEN MENG
JULIAN JAKUB HUMECKI
JUSTIN BAUER
IN-COURSE SCHOLARSHIPS

WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: ABDULLAH ANSAR MOHAMMED

JEFFREY SKOLL SCHOLARSHIPS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO: ABDUL NASER ALLABWANI

CHARLES A. LOWRY PRIZE
ADAM NOAH GLUSTEIN

DEAN'S SCHOLAR OF EXCELLENCE AWARD PROGRAM: ADAM NOAH GLUSTEIN
STANLEY TIMOSHEK SCHOLARSHIP IN ENGINEERING: ADAM PIETREWICZ
WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: ADAM WEI
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ENGINEERING INTERNATIONAL SCHOLAR AWARD: ADRIAN RAMLAL
WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: ALBERT HUANG
JEFFREY SKOLL SCHOLARSHIPS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO: AMAR AREFEEN
ANDREW ALEXANDER KINGHORN SCHOLARSHIP: BINGRAN HU
WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: BINGRAN HU
WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY AWARD: CHIA-HUI YEH

JEFFREY SKOLL SCHOLARSHIPS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO: DEEP UNMESHKUMAR PANDYA

WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: FABIN JOE FLASIUS

WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: GUOZHEN DING

DANNY GOLDBERG MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: HAO XIANG YANG

WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: HAO XIANG YANG

GENERAL MOTORS WOMEN IN ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AWARD: HELEN J LI
WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
HETAV KIRIT PANDYA

LAU FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP:
HIMANISH JINDAL

ECE ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP(S):
SHUNG HEI LYNN

HARVEY AGGETT MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP:
JAKE JAMES SPRENGER

ONTARIO POWER GENERATION AWARD:
JAMES DU

ENGINEERING SOCIETY AWARD:
JOSHUA PIUS

ONTARIO PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATION UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: JOSHUA PIUS
U OF T ENGINEERING ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP FOR INDIGENOUS STUDENTS: JOSHUA WILLIAM POW

VICTOR AND NADIA SZENHERETA SCHOLARSHIP: JULIAN JAKUB HUMECKI

RONALD PAUL MANNING SCHOLARSHIP: KAI QIN

JOHN M. EMPEY SCHOLARSHIP: KELLY WERKER SMITH

CHARLES GORDON MANNING PRIZE: KEMENG HAN

DR. JOHN G. HOGEBOOM SCHOLARSHIP: KIMBERLEY MANEJA ORNA

KWONG FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP: KRISHNARAJ SINGH SOLANKI
WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY AWARD:
  LISA ZAHER

FORD ELECTRONICS SCHOLARSHIP:
  MAHMOUND SHEHADEH

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ENGINEERING INTERNATIONAL SCHOLAR AWARD:
  MODHURIMA ROY KENOPY

LAU FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP:
  NAVIDUR RAHMAN

WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP:
  NAVIDUR RAHMAN

CLASS OF 3T7 SCHOLARSHIP:
  NIKITA BOGATYREV

JOHN M. EMPEY SCHOLARSHIP:
  JIANI LI
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ENGINEERING INTERNATIONAL SCHOLAR AWARD: PRANSHU MALIK

STAVROS LEVENTIS MEMORIAL AWARD: PREET PRAKASH MISTRY

GENERAL MOTORS WOMEN IN ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AWARD: QI JIA GAO

GENERAL MOTORS WOMEN IN ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AWARD: QI YANG CHEN

DIETMAR KOSLOWSKI MEMORIAL BURSARY: RADOMIR DJOGO

COLANTONIO FAMILY LEADERSHIP AWARD: SHARON LIN

WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY AWARD: SHARON LIN
JEFFREY SKOLL SCHOLARSHIPS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO: SHICHEN JI

WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: SIWEI HE

ANDREW ALEXANDER KINGHORN SCHOLARSHIP: CHUNQIU XIA

ST. GEORGE'S SOCIETY OF TORONTO ENDOWMENT FUND: SUKHVEER SINGH SAHOTA

JEFFREY SKOLL SCHOLARSHIPS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO: TORIN ANDERSON

ANDREW ALEXANDER KINGHORN SCHOLARSHIP: WEN XU

KC SMITH AND LAURA FUJINO SCHOLARSHIP IN ELECTRONICS: HAOLIN WANG
WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: HAOLIN WANG

WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: YUCAN WU

WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: ZHIHAO LIN

WALLBERG UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP: ZHAOLIN GAO

RUTH E. AND HARRY E. CARTER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FOR ENGINEERING: ZICHUN HUANG